
FIELD CLOSE DOWN NOTE TO ALL COACHES 

BELOW IS A CHECKLIST OF ALL ITEMS TO TAKE CARE OF BEFORE YOU LEAVE THE 
FIELD AFTER ANY PRACTICE OR GAME 

1. All screens must be locked to the backstop before you leave the field at 
Kennedy, Solomon Schechter, and Sedgwick 1(lock combo 2008). 

2. Fields should be dragged and raked and all plugs put back into base 
anchors before you leave the field. (ie after all games and after the last 
practice of the day) 

 -please do not pull any dirt onto any grass areas. Rake the baselines from 
home plate towards each base. We actually want to pull dirt back to the 
middle of the baseline from the sides if possible. The mound should be built 
up as well. Pull dirt from the lower area up to the rubber and the landing 
area. Again pull dirt from grass back to middle area. 

3. Lock all Jo-Boxes before you leave the field. 

4. During games or practices Jo-Boxes should never  be left open. 

5. Lock all locks at UConn before you leave the field. (i.e. dugout gates, 
press box 2 & storage shed) 

-it should be noted that the combination for press box 2 and all locks at 
UConn is 0401 

6. Bases and anything else that is dirty (any field items) go in field 
equipment box, not baseball equipment box (TWO boxes at every field). 

7. Do not put garbage in Jo-Boxes. Find a garbage can or take home with 
you. 

8. Instructional coaches must put all equipment back in equipment bags.   
Catcher’s equipment goes in one bag and helmets in the other bag. 

9. No coaches are allowed to drive out or park near the Kennedy Field. 
They must park in the parking lot. 

Thanks for your cooperation and help with these items! 



 

 


